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Watch out, you diabolical masterminds! There's a new detective on Pancake Court: Bean! She

laughs at danger! She solves even the most mysterious mysteries! What? There aren't any

mysteries? Then Bean and her assistant, Ivy, will make some!
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Bean gets super sleuth training while watching a classic detective movie with her mother just in time

to solve the case of the mysterious growing rope which is taking over Pancake Court. Will Ivy and

Bean find out who's pulling the strings, umm rope or will this unlikely duo discover sometimes it's

OK to not know? I like this book series because it educates girls about important women in history

and science subtly during the course of the stories without blatantly spewing boring facts. I highly

suggest you read these books to your little girl. They are the perfect bedtime stories for girls ages 5

years old and up.

Annie Barrows and Sophie Blackall have created a great series with Ivy + Bean. The book shows

how two different girls can share common interest and create a great friendship. The book shows



the power of friendship and how a friend sticks with you and helps you to accomplish what you

believe. Bean sticks with Ivy as she looks for a crime to solve,even when all of the other children

doubted her.This is a fun book that is entertaining yet tells a great story at the same time.

My eight year old grand daughter loves this series. She is an avid reader and these books arefunny

and innocent.

All of my grandchildren LOVE the Ivy and Bean books. They eagerly await each new book in the

series. I must say that I dread the day that they outgrow Ivy and Bean and I won't have an excuse to

keep up with the antics of these clever, clever girls. I might add that my grandsons enjoy the books

just as much as the granddaughters do!!

My daughter really loves this series of books. She started reading these in late first or early second

grade. Even though she is in fourth grade now, she still enjoys the characters and adventures of

best friends, Ivy and Bean.

Oh my heck, I love these books! I ordered Book 10 for my daughter as a Christmas present, and

when it arrived I decided to read the first chapter just to "get a feel" for it. Ten chapters later I had

finished the whole thing; it was hilarious! Annie Barrows has once again struck a clever balance

between Ivy and Bean being innocent children and mischievous "nutballs" (as my daughter says).

Can't wait for my eight-year-old to dive in.

We have loved this Ivy and Bean series! My 6 year daughter really gets a kick out of the stories

though I admit I sometimes have to censor and or explain some of what its going on as it's not

always setting the perfect example for little ones. However, this story book number 10 it altogether

confusing for me. Why are we talking about cigarette smoking in a children's book of this nature? I

think this was a concept that was unnecessary in a children's book. We haven't finished this one as

it's not keeping my daughter's attention like all the rest.

At least it is according to my six year old... In light of all the reviews saying the mystery wasn't

solved, I felt like I needed to put in my two cents. Disclaimer: I haven't read a single Ivy and Bean

book, but my six year old devours them. After reading all the reviews saying the mystery was

unresolved, I was very curious to hear my daughter's take on it. As soon as she finished the book



she started laughing and said, "It was Ivy doing it the whole time!" So... Either she misconstrued the

story, or all of these adults did. Regardless, she loved the story (as usual) and that's all that matters

to me!
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